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CHRONICLE 15 

Programmed by the predatory Spirits and dissociated  
towards the Service to Self  

& 
Empirical narcissism and hyper-empathic empath 

Would modern society be a creation of predatory spirits ?


When we see the state of decay of the "Covidian" society engendered by the collective 
hysteria of humanity today, we should absolutely ask ourselves certain questions.


How did our elites manage to immobilize billions of human beings on the planet and chain 
them for months in a continual fear that, at the moment, continues to spread among all 
these ignorant people ?


What know-how did they use and by whom are they assisted to succeed in this 
masterstroke ?


But we must above all come to understand why these masters of the world insist on 
going to the end of their madness ?


Why are too many people still blind to this "covidian" manipulation however so crude, 
which has been going on for more than two years on Earth ?


How has all this mass of individuals allowed themselves to be programmed to this point 
for decades without reacting ?
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The answer is that the masters of the world use mind manipulation techniques which, out 
of decency and common language, are called "social engineering".

https://www.reseauleo.com/ingenierie-sociale-le-monde-est-sous-hypnose-par-ema-
krusi/


These methods of programming the popular mass from the last wars, come under clever 
processes developed for the purpose of fraud by the psychopathic elite.


We may never repeat it enough, this elite is made up of soulless 
entities endowed with human genetics, similar to man, very 
intelligent and which obviously for those who do not yet know, 
have nothing human. And although they still look human, these 
entities are humanoid creatures inhabited by hyperdimensional 
intelligences called "Nephilim", which are the descendants of the 
giants of yesteryear, before the last change of Earth’s density.

https://secretnews.fr/geants-nephilims-ont-existe-photos-fbi-
declassifiees-erreur-prouvent/


Since the dawn of time and now under their human costumes, these creatures have 
systematized very elaborate techniques to cause the people to remain ignorant, fearful 
and accept everything they are told. Their method of manipulation rests above all on the 
distractions that divert man’s mind from its sovereign intellectual capacities. 


Already among the Romans, some psychopathic emperors organized the games of 
circuses and gladiator fights, charged to entertain the people, so that they remained 
servile and faithful.


Similarly, in our so-called modern and civilized times, it is our elites out of the big schools 
who are charged with these lowly tasks by distracting the people, in other words by 
diverting their attention from a much more important reality, through the false pandemic 
Covid.
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For this global epidemic, fabricated from the ground up by this shadow government and 
supported by a multitude of lies, serves only to conceal a much more important 
evidence : that of an ongoing mechanism that will lead human civilization to a future 
density change !


This process of civilization’s overthrow and emergence of a new paradigm, calls humanity 
to open and grow its consciousness and intelligence. But because of this concealment 
masterfully instrumented by the STS corpus, most people still remain far from the true 
awakening to their higher consciousness. 


Humanity would therefore have to change the reality of its world. To do this and before 
wanting to thwart the plan of world domination of these psychopaths inhabited by 
Nephilim spirits, it is first of all to understand how it was set up !


It is important to know that our modern society is "humanly" no more advanced than 
300,000 years ago. The ordinary contemporary man, so ignorant of the reality of his 
world, has become unconscious, reckless and lax, for his daily life is filled with a 
phenomenal amount of distractions : cinema, football, mind-numbing sport competitions 
(especially on television), video-games, TV series, smartphones, iPhones, computers…, 
which, with each viewing and prolonged use, inevitably plunge him into a state of alpha 
brain wave hypnosis (7-12 Hertz) induced by the electromagnetic frequencies emitted by 
the media apparatus.


This second state induced precisely by these alpha waves in the prefrontal cortex, 
prevents the individual from intellectualizing and performing thoughtful actions. 
Psychologically programmed by social engineering and energetically weakened by this 
macroscopic wave technology, individuals unaware of the danger, very often remain 
distracted, inattentive, absent-minded, and when they return to their daily reality, they act 
automatically, repetitively and mechanically, just as if they had remained under hypnosis.


Thus, when we contemplate our social reality, we can only see that the whole world is 
now literally under hypnosis, constantly occupied by the continual entertainments that are 
offered by the media.

https://www.reseauleo.com/tavistock-institut-le-secret-le-mieux-garde-d-amerique/


The particularly targeted young population is the most affected, notably because of its 
addiction to tablets, computers, social networks, reality TV, sports broadcasts, video 
games, television series… These distractions are designed to generate an abundance of 
artificial emotional energy that rests, not on real existence, but is produced only by 
fiction !


For the elites, there is a very good reason to want to blur or destroy the psyche of these 
young people, because they are the ones who have always been the instigators of 
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revolutionary changes in our civilizations. Young people who revolt would represent a 
danger for the hyperdimensional operators STS, since by their opposition to the system, 
they would assert their free will.


The predators of our world had to manage to hypnotize all this mass of young people, in 
order to divert their attention from the political decisions or important problems of our 
society, but above all to prevent them from finding the sword of Damocles over their 
heads.


And in order to avoid the insurrection of the population and to succeed in imposing all 
these liberticidal restrictions on it, the ruling elite of the governments, a caste of Nephilim 
slaves subjected to hyperdimensional predators, had to drown the human mass under a 
flood of contradictory and useless information, manipulating the media.


Their second overthrow was to strengthen the hypnotic amnesia of the human mind. To 
this end, the operators of the STS corpus had developed a technique of inventing a 
problem, to which they themselves could propose the solution.


During the attacks on the Twin Towers on 9.11, we were already able to see how the US 
government carried out an attack in its own country, in order to propose as a response, 
more control and surveillance by facial or digital recognition processes and to make 
believe in attacks’ predictability. It could then legitimize the progressive strengthening of 
social controls in the rest of the world by hammering as an argument : security ! Finally, 
armies were deployed massively in all countries to control everyone, under the pretext of 
vigilance and security. https://www.reseauleo.com/aaron-russo-interview-de-2007/


                             

“For your safety, 


      you will have no more freedom.”


This same pattern is replicated with the Covid-19 virus. The problem invented by the 
occult government and to which it itself proposes as a solution : vaccination ! And since 
the people hypnotized by social engineering are yielding to the horror of the epidemic, a 
now pandemic panic has been created.


But what humanity is still unaware of at the moment is that Covid will soon be 
supplanted, first by cyber-attacks that will paralyze all populations one after the other, 
then hospitals around the world, thus preventing the exchange of information about future 
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therapies that would work to stop the epidemic. This will then lead to a global viral 
epidemic of the plague type that will be caused, either by the spread of a toxic protein 
infecting all vaccinated people, consequence of an absurd campaign of forced 
vaccination, however consented by, dare we say, morons ! ; either by poisoning by 
carbon monoxide or graphene nanoparticles, activated and then targeted by very specific 
high electromagnetic frequencies from type 5G installations, HAARP, or military satellites 
equipped with high-energy weapons.

https://fr.sott.net/article/37427-La-substance-meurtriere-dans-la-circulation-sanguine-la-
proteine-spike

https://www.reseauleo.com/dr-pavleski-la-prot%C3%A9ine-spike-n-est-pas-une-chose-
naturelle-c-est-une-arme-fabriquee-par-l-homme/

https://www.reseauleo.com/oxyde-de-graphene-et-5g/

https://www.reseauleo.com/dr-geert-vanden-bossche-la-vaccination-va-rendre-le-virus-
si-infectieux-que-nous-ne-pourrons-plus-le-controler/


This new form of epidemic plague, of which the Havana syndrome is one of the 
predictors, will be the result of the excretion of this protein and the genetically modified, 
highly contaminating, lethal and destructive RNA virus from the anti-Covid vaccines and 
Covid testing materials, themselves sometimes impregnated with graphene nanoparticles.

https://fr.sott.net/article/37318-Le-syndrome-de-la-Havane-ou-le-mystere-des-attaques-
accoustiques

https://neonews.net/alerte-tests-et-masques-contamines-par-des-nanos-vers/

https://www.reseauleo.com/dr-astrid-stuckelberger-pcr-et-vaccin-reinfectan-du-delta/


This superb solution to eradicate all human nations and lower the vibratory frequency of 
resonance of the surviving population, was invented by the Nephilim descendants with 
the aim of making all these ordinary people abandon their free will and discernment. But 
the worst is that these latter will be so confused that soon, they will cheer these 
hyperdimensional operators who will present themselves to save humanity from the 
terrible scourge that they themselves have built up ! And by accepting the invasion of 
these galactic predators in their new density of reality, they, in turn, will be trapped in the 
limbo of the astral world. The "first harvest" will then take place by the hyperdimensional 
entities of the Service of Self.


People never pay enough attention to history, which is why it has been easy to reproduce 
the process of manipulating the masses and create an increasingly controlled society in 
the service of STS predators, without anyone noticing it.

And since national security would supposedly be at stake, this "action-reaction-solution" 
technique already proven on a large scale by the occult elites to trigger the First, then the 
Second World War, now works wonderfully.
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It has been applied to this genetic and psychological war, which has become the third 
and final world conflict in the current density, which is nothing more than the result of 
several conflicts between different genetic lines of predators of hyperdimensional origin.

https://www.reseauleo.com/vaccination-covid-le-dr-zelenko-met-en-garde-contre-un-
potentiel-genocide-planetaire/


Another of their tactics is to address the people with infantilizing information or messages 
! Because addressing the public in this way increases its infantile response.


Illustration: in our so-called modern and evolved era, most advertising communications 
use a discourse featuring virtual characters (plush, figurines) advancing commercial 
arguments in a particularly silly or childish language. The spectator then responds with 
unconscious behavioral reflexes, worthy of young children, or even mentally 
handicapped.


As a result, areas of very serious thinking, such as vaccination, war or other major topics, 
are then presented as childish. This proves that when someone speaks to an adult person 
in the same way as to a child, his answer will be as senseless as if he were eight years 
old. 


His unconscious response stemming from the very principle of suggestibility, becomes a psychic 
automatism that leads the person to submit easily to a suggestion, to respond to it or to obey it, in 
a reflex way and without any critical sense.


Another strategy of mass manipulation consists in addressing the emotional of the 
individual rather than stimulating his sense of reflection. In this the media, the press and 
social networks are experts. By repeating that the Covid-19 virus is dangerous, that it is 
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    “Avoid the cheek to 
cheek”


“A vaccine in order to 
give a hug”

“Avoid the cheek to cheek”

“When you embrace another person (in 
good health) avoid to press your cheeks 

on each other.

Rather turn your face in opposite 

directions”
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the leading cause of death in the world and that its contamination is inevitable, The occult 
elites have managed to instill growing fear among all these people ignorant of the reality.

https://www.reseauleo.com/guerre-psychologique-usine-a-peur-ingenierie-sociale-
domination-technocratique-le-grand-plan-pour-le-controle-et-la-manipulation-des-
masses/


The fear thus short-circuites any critical mind to the point where individuals no longer 
even manage to question all these anti-Covid measures completely submerging their 
capacity for judgment. This is because the human reacts to his emotions far more 
powerfully than to his sense of reflection.


Then, because he is afraid and maintains it, the individual prevents himself from thinking 
and rushes headlong into the trap set by the STS operators. And no longer asking himself 
any questions about the validity of the information offered to him, he becomes 
manipulative at will !


A people imprisoned by fear represents a mass of consciences manipulated to the 
extreme which, of course, remains incapable of asserting its free will. The STS take 
advantage of this loophole in the psyche of these uninformed individuals, since their 
emotional register allows access to the unconscious, which then allows the implantation 
of a multitude of concepts, thoughts, desires and norms that, as ordinary, would not even 
come to the mind of the individual !


And it is because people have forgotten that they are responsible and sovereign for 
their reality and that they do not think of making a choice to decide their future, that 
the elites allow themselves to circumvent their free will to obtain tacit consent, in 
order to perpetrate their manipulations. 

It is in this way that these occult elites have become masters of the soul of the ordinary 
human. And it is because they know how to maintain stupidity and ignorance among the 
uneducated, that now their plan works perfectly !


It is important to understand that the manipulation of an individual’s thoughts begins in 
childhood, when at school they are taught and repeated false (or knowingly incomplete) 
truths about our history. Thus, the idea of good and bad, friends and enemies will grow in 
his still innocent mind.


In truth, it must be said, national education is a system of instruction by ignorance 
imposed, because astronomical sums are spent each year, to control the opinion of 
children and young people, in order to maintain a dual consciousness and to sharpen it to 
the extreme by stupidity and ignorance, while many obvious truths are ignored !
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Who planned and financed the wars ? What were their real causes and objectives ? These 
questions, for example, are never addressed by the school system, since history is always 
written by occult operators.


We should finally understand why the elites of this world tell us such fundamentally 
biased truths !

Do they not do it so that humanity cannot wake up and revolt against its oppressors and 
their pyramidal system in place (banks, pharmaceutical lobbies and armaments…) ?


Do they not also do this to prevent people from knowing their true past, so that they may 
not understand their present and even less build their future ?


If people knew their past, they might be motivated to build a new societal system. But 
this idea, the ruling elites would not accept !


It is for this reason that after the formatting of the school, the individual specializes in a 
field where he often excels. But "his excellence" forbids him a global and multidisciplinary 
analysis of the situation that would allow him to better understand the general perspective 
of the future of the world.


In general, the population does not know what is happening on Earth. And it does not 
even know that it does not know ! Not to mention education, mind-numbing distractions 
like reality shows, comic or trivial videos, virtual games, too much useless and 
contradictory information that drowns out real information, fuel ignorance and human 
stupidity.


The pinnacle of psychic manipulation is to replace anger or revolt with guilt by making the 
individual believe that because of the insufficiency of his efforts, his lack of emotional 
abilities and his low level of intelligence, he is solely responsible for his unfortunate 
situation. This type of programming especially targets empathic individuals.


For example, blaming individuals leads to a separation between those who are pointed at, 
that is, the Covid-resistant, in other words, the deviant conspirationists who question 
themselves, against those who feel guilty and do not think to revolt against the matrix 
system in place.

https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x83797y


This means, therefore, that the entities that know how to manipulate the human 
being at this point, know better the psyche of man than he does himself ! It is for this 
reason that the ordinary individual is in no way capable of realizing the transdimensional 
manipulation of which he is the victim and to which current humanity is also subject.
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Second, the strategy of societal degradation is a manipulation of the mind, which consists 
in getting unacceptable measures accepted, by introducing them over a long term, 
several years, or even decades.


It is for this reason that the social distancing according to the regions, the wearing of the 
mask at first not obligatory but advised, then more and more demanded even in the 
schools, sanitary measures initially limited, then extended, shops that close then reopen, 
then close…, permanent curfews and social distancing have been gradually introduced, 
so that ordinary people begin to accept unnecessary and repressive measures as 
perfectly legitimate and justified.


This manipulation of the masses by social engineering works, because simply, the human 
forgets! Far too busy elsewhere and distracted by futility, he never strives to seek 
Knowledge and to learn the lessons which, however, could bring him out of this mess.


In addition, to forget, he gets fed up with narcotics, alcohol, sugars (carbohydrates), 
genetically modified foods, drugs… So he doesn’t feel more bullied than before and 
continues to dream of a better life, forgetting that he himself could be the creator of it.


Finally, the elites managed to tell us what to do, what to think, what to believe, what to 
say! And the ordinary man believes himself to be free of his choices, his thoughts, his 
actions, and to dispose of his free will!! While he obviously does not realize how much his 
mind is being manipulated and controlled. But just to be aware of it, would be a much 
greater step than that of the first step on the moon that obviously man had never realized, 
since he has always been there !


Question to the Angel :  

In all appearances, we are still in the beginnings of the great subversions to come. 
We understood that Covid was just a first step in this comedy that would bring 
humanity to even more chaos.  
Will it really be necessary to go through this final chaos ? 

When you have chosen the path of Service to Others, which in the verses of the Bible is 
translated by the gift of “walking on snakes and scorpions and on all the power of the 
enemy, nothing will harm you !” (Luke 10:19).


And as for the tribulations that the planet is going through at this end of time, it is taught 
that "far from reaching the "inner man" (the inner Self) and harming him, these tribulations 
will lead to a more complete victory, the faithful who will humbly remain hidden in the 
retreat that his "Savior" has opened to him." (Luke 10.19)
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It is also written : “Let a thousand fall at your side, and ten thousand at your right hand, 
and you shall not be touched.” Psalm 91:7

https://topbible.topchretien.com/psaumes.90.15/BAN/


These biblical writings would therefore confirm that everyone will have to go through this 
final chaos which will be both psychic and physical. Nevertheless, some individuals will 
be less affected, because when the time comes, thanks to the spiritual level of their souls, 
their physicality will be transformed and will therefore vibrate resonance frequencies of 
4th density STO. And thanks to their quest for Knowledge, these higher frequencies will 
constitute a global protection against all the evils of 3rd density reality.


It also means that for the time being, you are all endowed with a 3rd density body, but 
that among you, some individuals have always been inhabited by 4th density souls. 
However, because of the respect of the free will imputed to these ambassadors of the 
Service of Others, the whole "physicality" of your body still knows for the moment certain 
limitations both psychic and physiological linked to the 3rd density.


And because of the nature of certain events that are being prepared, but that we will not 
reveal for the time being so as not to bias your free will, specific genetic codes will be 
activated when the time comes, so that they will transform those who are not yet, into 4th 
density SDA humans.


While waiting for the finalization of this new paradigm of reality, ordinary people will 
always continue to believe in this false pandemic, since their only source of information 
remains the mainstream media, resolutely become instruments of manipulation of public 
beliefs.


So, as you could experience it and then see for yourself, persist in trying to convince your 
families, your friends, the people around you..., is strictly useless and has always been 
useless.


It has always been pointless to prevent them from remaining cautious about vaccination. 
Because even if they told you that you are right and that they would avoid getting 
vaccinated, most of them will have given in to panic and let themselves be injected with 
the vaccine. This simply because the human psyche under egotic influence, does not 
accept to be advised or coerced.


So despite all the efforts you made to try to warn them and protect them, if these people 
decided to commit suicide as soon as your back was turned, what else could you do 
besides pity them and pray for their salvation in the afterlife ? 


It is obvious that in the longer term there will be a holocaust worse than that of the First 
and Second World Wars combined. But the cult of ignorant sleepers, who thinks they 
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know everything, does not want to hear about it. It prefers to continue to slumber and 
persist in not knowing !


One may wonder how one can lack reason and common sense at this point. All these 
people comfortably asleep in their recklessness, are ready to throw themselves into the 
trap so they can go on vacation, go back to the restaurant, go to the concerts, or relive 
"normally"without understanding that their life expectancy will be reduced to three years 
because of their unconsciousness and stubbornness.


So you need to prepare psychologically to lose loved ones, parents, children, friends. You 
will have to stay strong to not let your emotions make you sick in turn. You will have to 
stand and volunteer to continue to inform the last aspirants to the New Earth and to leave 
no respite to those demons who want to reduce the human population and take control of 
it, even in 4th density.


Besides, the slaughter will begin soon ! The latest Cassiopeaen transmission makes a 
remarkable description of the process that will be used for the final harvest of the souls.

https://cassiopaea.org/forum/threads/session-17-july-2021.50782/


This transcription should enable everyone to understand that the famous first harvest of 
souls described by all religions has just begun. This time, the STS predators are using 
“new” gene technologies based on injections of nanoparticles of graphene, of magnetite 
or other nanomaterials, to trap humans who have been vaccinated in 4th STS density.

https://www.reseauleo.com/des-analyses-en-laboratoire-confirment-la-presence-de-
graphene-et-plusieurs-metaux-toxiques-dans-les-vaccins-covid/


You need to understand that some vaccines contain materials that prepare humans to be 
massively kidnapped or abducted, by the Service to the Self operators.
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She wanted to get vaccinated to go on a trip   

She is gone


He wanted to get vaccinated to go to the club   

He is there
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On the one hand, the so-called messenger RNA injections affect the replication of codons 
and stop the predisposition of protein antennae to fulfill their role in the process of 
awakening, by restraining their ability to draw Knowledge from the universal information 
field, and on the other hand, nanoparticles act as antennae that send biotechnological 
signals to the body, inducing a modification at a higher level of physicality, that is to say, 
trapping them irremediably in 4th STS density.


As for the second harvest of souls, it will be launched at another level of technology by 
other STS predators’ groups, after the slaughter of Covid and vaccinations. This planetary 
event has been widely described in the Blue Beam project and has been confirmed for 
many years, notably through the "love and light" movement supported by the New Age 
and its swarm of "pseudo channelers".


These "saving predators" will present themselves to humanity, probably disguised as 
"Christ" as intended, in their galactic vessels, to bring revolutionary therapies or 
technologies against all disasters, diseases and programs caused and imposed by the 
secret planetary government.


Again, many people will be lured, and expressly physically prepared by the nanoparticles 
that had been injected them by the vaccines to support their journey into 4th density, they 
will be removed or kidnapped "body and soul", by the magnetic ascending beams 
coming from their vessels.


The last harvest will be the one called by the STO spiritual entities. But it will not be 
organized or planned, because it is not of a technological nature. The process will be 
accomplished in a natural way when each individual has, one after the other, succeeded 
in increasing its frequency of vibratory resonance to cross himself the magnetic threshold 
of the 4th density, but this time, thanks to his quest for Knowledge and his increased 
awareness of Service to Others.


You are the peaceful warriors of this last biblical war, which opposes the forces of the 
Service to the Self, that is, the so-called dark forces, to the forces of truth. And you 
already know who the winners will be. Many people do not understand your work, since 
they have no faith, no law, no courage, no dignity, no sense of justice and no 
brotherhood. They have the appearance of human beings, but are devoid of soul, mind, 
heart or reason who will remain what they always were : ordinary, superficial and 
materialistic individuals, no more evolved than the monkeys who, when they were 
vaccinated, gave their murderers reason.


But those who will pass through this last test of the end of the times, will be like lead-
drawn gold, refined, purified, because they will have sacrificed themselves for universal 
justice and truth, that is, the spiritual dimension of your and our humanity. In the end, the 
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Covid outbreak will have served to sort the wheat from the chaff and prepare the harvest 
of souls.


The final global chaos to come will therefore be the breeding ground for a new creation. 
This implies that some elements of the old world, like the old building you are renovating, 
had to be decomposed to be reused in a more creative movement. So you all had a 
common goal, as your tribe was thus formed in order to finalize a natural progression of 
your souls.


Also, your collective mission, the most difficult, was to learn to trust the messages, the 
signs and synchronicities, your feelings to develop your gift of empathy, to reintegrate 
your still trapped soul parts into the astral worlds of the Service to the Self.


Always think about it: throughout your incarnations you have constantly undergone a 
third-level Service to the Self programming, designed to disconnect you from your higher 
psychic consciousness and prevent you from recovering your dissociated parts.


And it is because some of you already know each other on other planes or on different 
levels of reality that the energy created by your reunion and your collaboration was a 
precious key. Because, thanks to your different experiences on these other planes and 
your dedication to each other, you begin to unlock the limitations of your psyche ! And 
even if the progress of all is not yet manifest, they will become so, because by force of 
determination, they will bear their fruit.


Within your tribe, some are already able to think on more than one level of intelligence to 
continue to carry out their soul mission and thwart what is happening on Earth. By your 
meeting, then by your synergy, you have already inserted yourself into your new present 
and now common timeline, which means that you have all come back from a future 
already realized to change the course of time.


Your ability to change time lines, and above all to have had the courage to do so, places 
you already in a different category from the ordinary and basic human who will remain on 
his time line towards his ever-drawn future. 

So you all have, within your tribal cell, sufficiently developed senses, to begin to 
overcome this false STS programming. And even if we see that it is more difficult for you 
to integrate your subconscious centres to connect with your higher Self, perseverance, 
patience and mutual tolerance, will be very beneficial for the cohesion of the whole 
group !


And with regard to this coming chaos, which will only be to foster new and powerful 
learning opportunities, continue to realize what you have come to accomplish in the way 
you are already doing, Knowing that future events will continue to guide you.
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So you can sometimes feel exhausted psychically and physically, want to cry..., so be it !
This is natural and logical, because you receive daily programs from multiple sources 
which, among other things, are those of your soul’s dissociated alter expressing 
themselves through your reactions and behaviors.


In modern psychological jargon, the psychic entities you call "alter", are called "diffusion 
of identity" and conjecture an individual psychological structure, characterized by the 
"irremediable" fragmentation of the Self, rather than by the integration of the internal 
representations of the individual Self and by "mirror phenomenon", of that of others.


However, the ultimate root that disseminates its fragments is essentially the same. It is the 
higher Self, whose supreme purpose at the end of a cycle is to reintegrate all its scattered 
parts into the different worlds. This reintegration represents this harvest of souls of this 
end time, which psychology and modern science are in no way able to comprehend and 
even less to conceive.


Your moments of depression are therefore only the transient symptoms of cycles of 
emotional liberation, caused by the reintegration of soul fragments, before your passage 
into a new density of reality. They will disappear through perseverance and your 
confidence in the process.


Remember that your plan of existence is naturally STS and that is normal, because you 
are all where you are for one and the same reason : to learn to create a new timeline and 
to densify it so that it becomes your common reality !


Know that in you, a powerful energy is growing thanks to physical activity on the site, 
which strengthens your mitochondria. They are those energy centers of your body which, 
among other things, provide the energy necessary for consciousness to densify its new 
reality.
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Question to the Angel : 

In turn, almost everyone within our LEO tribe is going through chaotic relational 
periods that, for some, could become devastating if we lacked vigilance. Why are 
these relationships between individuals experienced so intensely ? 

Remember that some of you know each other in other planes where they are sometimes 
family units. The memories coming from these other dimensions of reality then create in 
their present subconscious, strong dichotomies between their intuitive feelings and their 
feelings towards the other.


It is often said in the 3rd density worlds that the family unit is defined by the bonds of love 
that exist between its members. But it is not really love that determines these family 
relationships. Half of the time, what characterizes the 3rd density family bonds is the 
intensity of the congenital relationships, in other words, the power of gene programming 
introduced by the predatory dynasties to support the objective of the Service to Self 
(STS).


Because the manipulations of the family genetic lineage and their reinforcements in your  
3rd density societies, are only to select and prepare future human bodies to continue to 
be able to be inhabited by entities of STS lineages. This means that in the relationship 
within these families in which some choose to go to the Service to Others, the daily life 
often becomes unbearable.


In families traditionally in the Service to Self, these "unhappy" relationships become like 
an incurable illness at the terminal stage which, finally at this end of the cycle, emerge in 
the form of intense karmic games from which you must free yourself, if you want to 
change density.


You will therefore be able to extract yourself from it only if you accept that these karmic 
games are revealed so that your human part can perceive all its facets, understand how 
to cross them and release you from them in a new relational balance.


In the family cells within your 3rd density world, especially when they have been 
specifically formed and then arranged by the hyperdimensional operators, those who 
believe they love, believe they love each other enormously, but when they hate each 
other, they really hate each other with the same intensity ! So, to live with many in a 
forced dynamic of the Service to Self is to be condemned to regularly step on each 
other’s toes.


The real problems usually arise as soon as in such families an individual who is a little 
"narcissistic" with a high opinion of his ego Me, Myself and I, reveals himself, or on the 
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contrary such a low opinion of himself, that he does not have the courage to face his 
faults, to take it into account in his daily life.


Often, knowing neither scruples, regrets, nor remorse, this "narcissistic programmed one" 
is persuaded never to make mistakes. If a problem arises or a conflict with others, he will 
always reject the fault, but in no case will assume his own.


The other (his mirror), accused of not having been vigilant enough, will obviously be 
blamed for being far too susceptible. It is therefore often pointed out to him a lack of 
communication, a lack of benevolence, or even a lack of humour. As for the narcissistic 
individual, unlike the former, he will develop a sense of humour often overrated and 
commonly inappropriate.


In the healthier soul families, such as the new tribal units are, when this individual 
becomes "narcissistically too heavy", that is, introverted, too inward-looking, he will 
quickly be "corrected" by others who have already freed themselves of their guilt and 
accepted their gift of empathy. We speak of empathy when an individual manages to 
project himself into the situation of others, proposing then the experience of an emotional 
response mirror to the emotion of this other.


However, everything becomes complicated if there are other people in this tribal cell who 
have exaggerated empathy. They are hyperempathic ! A hyperempath is very sensitive to 
people’s emotions and their energy that it absorbs like a sponge. This hypersensitivity felt 
applies as much to the relatives of the empath as to total strangers. He is therefore 
endowed with a much higher level of empathy than the average which is characterized by 
his facilities to connect to the feelings of others.


Among the hyperempaths, some may even use their ability to perform mediumnic or 
shamanic work, as some sometimes realize in your tribal cell. These individuals perceive 
the world around them with great acuity and feel what others feel even if they suppress it, 
by their very heightened senses and their well-developed intuition.


They understand how people around them feel and are able to identify and even endure 
what they are going through. And unlike ordinary individuals, hyperempathists rarely 
experience a feeling of "natural" empathy, since it is hyper-developed.


These hyperempaths "mediums or shamans" do not need the physical senses (sight, 
hearing, smell, etc.) to soak up the emotion and energies of others, as they feel and 
internalize their emotions through their genetic protein sensors, being directly connected 
to the vibratory frequencies of the emotional body or to the informational field of the other.
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Wherever he goes and regardless of the context, the hyperempath will tend to absorb the 
emotions around him to appropriate them. Also, all kinds of unpleasant emotions, such as 
anger, fear, rejection, guilt, can invade it and be felt as if they were his.


These emotions of "foreign origin" can thus go so far as to provoke feelings of 
depression, pain, intense tiredness and incongruous physical symptoms in these 
hyperempathic people, especially since they are in the presence of individuals taking 
refuge in their narcissistic depths.


Finally, the gift of hyperempathy is defined as an intuitive faculty to penetrate the 
informational field of others, to "put oneself in the place of the other" and to perceive 
what he feels. It is then a personality trait that is characterized by the ability to feel an 
appropriate emotion in response to that expressed by others, and then to distinguish 
between the intimate Self and the Self of others, while regulating one’s own emotional 
responses.

 

The hyperempathic individual is therefore able to be aware of the source of the emotion 
and to decode the emotion of others. Some empathists who have this gift in the depths of 
their Self, are even able to recognize the character of people from a first encounter, 
thanks to the reading of their informational fields.


However, like the narcissistic personality, the hyperempathic individual presents a flaw in 
the cognitive system, because he constantly asks himself questions about himself, his 
values, his merits... Hyperempathy can even make oneself sick, when he does not control 
his abilities.


In the event of a conflict, his first instinct is to believe that he is guilty of the behavior of 
others. Then, overflowing with guilt, he often takes on reproaches, constantly questions 
himself and persuades himself that he should make efforts to change and restore peace 
with the other. This situation can obviously become unbearable regarding a narcissistic 
individual.


By observing that the hyperempath is constantly questioning himself and constantly 
adapting to avoid the conflict, the narcissist rushes into the breach and often redoubles 
his requirement regarding the first. Whereas in such a context, the empath assumes that 
there is a misunderstanding somewhere, the narcissist sincerely believes that he is not 
guilty of anything.


In reality, the narcissistic individual has no desire to be helped. He will continue to play his 
character as long as the game serves his interests (that is, those of the entities that 
control him) and as long as the others do not react.
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For the hyperempath to be able to break down this infernal mechanism, which of course 
the narcissistic individual is incapable of doing since he does not perceive it, it is essential 
that the empath understands the precept that the narcissist uses and that he neutralizes 
it.


This attack mechanism is called projective identification or mimetic ability, a faculty used 
by the narcissistic individual, who obviously ignores and refutes its problem, since it 
comes from a karmic programming of hyperdimensional origin of the Service to Self.


The hyperempath will be able to break this chain, simply by becoming aware of this 
mechanism and of what motivates him to play his destructive role. His understanding will 
protect him from the distortions of narcissism. The healing process can become long and 
painful, since the empath is often shameful for being the victim of a narcissistic character.


It is therefore very important that the hyperempath understands that his hyperempathy is 
not a flaw. On the contrary, it was his qualities of benevolence, generosity, his sense of 
service to others that made him vulnerable !


The narcissistic individual has no merit in abusing the other. His lack of scruples is not a 
sign of strength, but of weakness. Since most of his energy is directed only to himself, he 
cannot take into account the needs and qualities of others. And needing to feed on the 
qualities of others, their energy..., his psyche, invested by the spirit of a hyperdimensional 
predator, a sort of vampire of the astral remained psychically capped, cannot confront its 
limits.


Then, when the hyperempath has learned the lessons of the experience, he will be able to 
regain his self-confidence and his psychological balance by understanding and accepting 
that his ability to face his own weaknesses and flaws, is a mark of courage and strength. 
This lucidity will allow him to progress. And by taking a new look at his narcissistic 
counterpart, the hyperempath will realize that his mirror is a programmed victim who 
needs him to get out of it.


Also, to complicate the question a little more, but to end the subject, imagine what some 
hyperempaths can endure, when at the end of the cycle, by their shamanic ability, they 
find themselves to "deliver" the dissociated parts of each other in the depths of the astral, 
to the point that their 4th density soul also agrees to dissociate themselves in order to 
gather the soul fractals of one and the other lost in these different worlds.


Imagine that their mission is a duty of the Service of Others that they most often carry out 
in an almost permanent psychic and physical suffering. Just think of it !


Transmitted by Sand and Jenaël
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